Mary Ramsden
For Newness of the Night —
You are chasing what drives you! This paradoxical remark, uttered by a friend trying to make sense of the
nervous restlessness that stirs those peculiar productive episodes every creator knows, gets to the heart of
what it means to make something new. The innocent wisdom of this comment is that of mixed metaphors,
the fact that despite its aphoristic reduction and confident delivery the sentence contains an impossibility: to
chase what drives you means to run after the thing that you are being chased by. This impossibility, the simultaneous being ahead of oneself and lagging behind that can only be held in thought as a movement, is
what in our hunger for words we have come to call intuition. When we reach into the dark we do so as two
selves that seemingly contradict each other. It is exactly here that a space between knowing and not knowing
opens in which the unknown can take shape as the new. Mary Ramsden describes this state as the sensation
of another presence in the studio, which she compares to the feeling of knowing for certain someone is behind you before you turn. She tells me she’s been reading about mountaineers who often experience the feeling of an extra walker in tow, someone at the other end of the rope. Even though we often reach for spiritual
metaphors to describe what happens in creation, Ramsden points out that this sensation is actually very physical. As if muscle memory were taking over, sending ripples along the rope by continuously rearranging herself and her routines, a somatic conjuring rather than spiritual conjecture.
In creation imagination and memory go hand in hand. Which is why Siri Hustvedt describes her own work
process as “trying to remember something that actually happened but I can’t bring to light.” Finding the right
form or character feels not like cognition, but recognition, which, too, sounds paradoxical. Yet, if we weren’t
able to recognise the new as meaningful, creation would be arbitrary. We know a work is finished, because
the new feels familiar. This space between self and self holds the moments when “light is put away” and our
eyes have yet to find purchase in the dark. Those moments of promiscuous abstraction Emily Dickinson invokes in her poem We Grow Accustomed to the Dark that lends this exhibition its title. Dickinson is famous
for her use of dashes instead of punctuation, long fingers pointing into the void after each line —
a relation between two elements, one of which is only present as absence. “A something overtakes the mind”
Dickinson writes elsewhere, “we do not hear it coming.” Even if we might not hear it, we can sense the negative weight of the other in tow as reminiscence of the unknown. This notion of a something is present in all
of Ramsden’s recent work, but probably most pronounced in her paintings within paintings, which Ramsden
describes as portraits of possible paintings or historic ones of her own. She tells me that she has always been
distracted by those self-referential echos in the work of Matisse and Vuillard. Distracted. For Hans Blumenberg distraction is where culture begins because it is a form of thought or thoughtfulness that does not seek
the shortest connection between two points. Getting distracted is to make room for a something to take over
by giving the other in tow some slack. The other, as much should have become clear by now, might as well
be yourself.
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